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On 12/19/84, while shut down for refueling, a temporary loss of off-site power
was experienced. Both emergency diesels automatically started and picked up
the emergency buses as required. The event occurred after a test of the
turbine trip to 345 KV breaker trip logic. Cause was determined to be
personnel error, which occurred when a non-licensed operator activated two
stuck breaker protection switches without first resetting the corresponding
stuck breaker lockout relays. Power was restored to the startup transformer
within 15 minutes, and the diesels secured. In addition, personnel were
counseled to preclude recurrence. There were no component failures associated
with this event.
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On 12/19/84, while shut down for refueling, a temporary loss of off-site power
was experienced. Both emergency diesels automatically started and picked up
the emergency buses as required. Power was restored to the startup
transformer within 15 minutes.

The event occurred after testing of the turbine trip to 345 KV breakers (104
and 105) trip logic. The purpose of the test, which is performed after an
extended outage, is to ensure that a turbine trip will open breakers 104 and
105.

Of f-site AC power for station startup and shutdown is obtained f rom a 345 KV
ring bus through the station startup transformer to the station auxiliary
power distribution system. The two 345 KV transmission lines (#342 and #355)
are individually or jointly capable of supply power to the startup transformer,

irr or to the event, station load was being supplied simultaneously via lines
#142 and #355 through breakers 103 and 102 respectively and the startup
L.onsformer.

Beiare starting the test, the Rhode Island, Eastern Massachusetts, and
Vermont Energy Control (REMVEC) was notified, since realignment of the
switchyard was necessary to perform the test. REMVEC instructions allowed
the turbine / generator and the two 345 KV breakers, #104 and #105, to be
aligned yet isolated from the ring bus via the outboard disconnects #104A and
#1058. In addition, REMVEC instructions were to turn the " stuck breaker"
protection "Off" for breakers 104 and 105 and "On" for breakers 102 and 103.
This was to ensure that breakers 102 and 103 would remain closed if breakers
105 or 104 initiated a " stuck breaker" signal during the test.

The turbine trip signal was then initiated by pushing the two turbine trip|

buttons in the control room on the turbine control panel. Both breakers 104
and 105 tripped as required. During this testing, the stuck breaker lockout
relays for both breakers were actuated. The stuck breaker lockout relays
captured and were holding a " stuck breaker" signal for breakers 104 and 105.

Af ter completion of the test, the switchyard was realigned in accordance with
REMVEC instructions, which do not normally address relay positions. In
addition, REMVEC directed the " stuck breakers protection" turned "On" for
breakers 104 and 105.
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When the non-licensed Boston Edison operator turned the stuck breaker
protection "On" for breaker 104, the previously captured " stuck breaker"
signal, initiated by the tripped stuck breaker lockout relay, caused breaker
103 to open. This interrupted the power being supplied from line #342 to the
startup transformer. Station load was then supplied via line #355 through
breaker 102.

Approximately 10 seconds later, the operator turned the stuck breaker
protection on for breaker 105 and the previously captured " stuck breaker"
signal caused breaker 102 to open. This isolated the startup transformer from
the remaining off-site poder supply (line #355). At that time both diesels
automatically started and picked up the emergency buses as required.

Cause of the event was determined to be non-licensed cognitive personnel error
which occurred when the operator turned on the stuck breaker protection for
breakers 104 and 105 without first resetting the tripped stuck breaker lockout
relays. The stuck breaker protection switches and the stuck breaker lockout
relays are located in the switchyard relay house. Each stuck breaker
protection switch has a caution label above it which states, " Green light must
be on (lockout relay reset) before switch is turned to position line 355 (or
342) to startup transformer stuck breaker trip circuit shutoff."

Corrective action was to counsel personnel involved with the incident. In
addition, maintenance was performed on breakers 104 and 105 to verify proper
contact operation and unit timing. The breakers were then satisfactorily
retested.

This event is considered an isolated incident and did not impact the health
and safety of the public.
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EOSTON EDISON COMPANY
800 BOYLSTON STREET

BOETON. M ASEACHUBETTs 0219 9
.

WILLIAM D. HARNINGTON

$~.C."" ""'"" January 14, 1985
BECo Ltr. #85-006

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Docket Number 50-293
License DPR-35

Dear Sir:

The attached Licensee Event Report 84-017-00, " Unplanned Diesel Generator
Start," is hereby submitted in accordance with the requirements of 10CFR50.73.

If there are any questions on this subject, please do not hesitate to contact
me.

Respectfully submitted,

a

W. D. Harrington

PH: caw

Enclosure: LER 64-017-00

cc: Dr. Thomas E. Murley
Regional Administrator, Region I
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Consnission
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Standard BECo LER Distribution
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